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From left to right: Anne Appleton Jones, Vice President; Lourdes Allende, Coordinadora de Programas en 

Español (Spanish Programs Coordinator); Kenneth Mayers, Director, Member Relations; Jennifer Allen, 
Executive Director; Bob Sattin, President; Jacky Breeden, Director of Operations; Jenifer Quiles, 
Administrative Assistant; and Peter Appleton Jones, Chairman and Founder. 

Chris Cervellera, Marketing 

Coordinator 

Who is The Appleton Group? 

The Appleton Group © 2010 

Region Lawyers Firms 

Asia Pacific 837 17 

Europe 1919 50 

Latin America 593 20 

Middle East-Africa 147 9 

North America 4322 54 

Totals 7819 150 

Countries: 84 

Total Firms: 150 

Total Offices: 315 

Statistics 

TAGLaw Status 
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TAG Academy 2011 

Since 2007, TAG Academy has offered 

more than 100 live instructional webinars to 

help you grow professionally. To meet the 

needs of members around the world, we 

will now offer all of our courses exclusively 

as recorded downloads for only $50.00* 

each. This means you can download a 

course at any time, and share it with 

everyone in your firm an unlimited amount 

of times. (*prices may vary based on region) 

The Appleton Group © 2010 

New Directions in Law Firm Website Development 
Robert Algeri, Great Jakes Marketing 
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About a year ago we realized that the business landscape for law firms was undergoing a 
major shift.   

In response to the changing times, we decided to entirely rethink the law firm website and 
adapt it to today’s business environment.  

So, what I’d like to do with you today is share with you  

1. some of the observations that we made, and then 
2. what we see as the new directions law firm website development are heading 
towards.  

______ 

Last year we had reason to take a step-back and reconsider the law firm website.  

We took a good, hard look at the websites we had developed, as well as those created by 
our competitors. 

And we discovered 2 main things… 
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The first observation, which was the most profound was that law firms were grappling with a new 
business landscape. 

The way that law firms do business and how business is developed was undergoing a major 
shift. 

We saw that the roots of this New Business Landscape were 4 things: 

• Tech-savvy lawyers, and clients. The newest crop of attorneys (and many your clients!) 
have been on the internet for their entire professional lives. They’re not afraid of technology 
and their expectations for how that technology needs to work for them is pretty high.   

• A wider (and more competitive) market. For a variety of cultural and technological 
reasons, clients are now increasingly willing to engage attorneys outside their immediate 
geographic area.  
What this means is that they can find an expert with just the right skill-set and experience to 
solve their issue; no matter where in the world they are located.  

• The emergence of social media. Marketing platforms such as blogs, LinkedIn and Twitter 
have matured to become effective marketing tools for attorneys. Their use, while viewed as 
purely supplemental today, is expected to only grow in importance. A recent study by the 
ABA found that 77% of attorneys between the ages of 30-39 are actively using social 
media.  

• The economy. Right around the time technology and the internet made all this possible, 
Like a perfect storm the Great Recession happened and accelerating everything and 
spurring firms to reconsider how they do business, and get business.   

So. This new business landscape was the 1st thing we discovered. 
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The 2nd thing we found was that  

The website paradigm (the basic structure) that law firm websites employ hasn’t 
really changed all that much in the past 7 or so years. 

Early law firm websites were essentially online versions of a firm’s brochure.  

Since then, they have evolved; however, the basic goal has remained constant: 
to help brand the firm. 

Here’s an example of what I’m talking about… 
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Lot’s of info about firm.  

• Firm’s annual review 

• Achievements in Diversity 

• E-Learn Series 

• Lead Director Network 

No doubt, all of this is important for the firm and helps to define the firm’s brand, 
but its very firm-centric.  

From a prospect’s perspective, it all may be a bit too much too soon. 

If I’m a prospect for the firm, I’m probably coming to the website for a specific 
purpose.  Most likely to learn more about an attorney. 

But… 
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But, as we drill down to the attorney bios, what we usually find is an attorney 
page that looks like this. We call this the one-size-fits-all format.  

Everything that this senior attorney with 25 years of experience needs to 
communicate about her expertise needs to fit between these two blue bars.  

When we consider that Meghan's experience and her relationships are what’s 
bringing in the firm’s business, this “one-size-fits-all” approach website 

format, where so much attention has been placed on supporting the firm, and 
not so much on Meghan -- doesn’t seem to make sense anymore… 

____ 

BUT the other reason that this doesn’t make sense in this new business 
landscape is because  

The majority of the traffic going a law firm’s website goes to the attorney bio 
section! 
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We did a study of the law firm websites that we hosted and found that 56% of 
the traffic on the website happens the attorney bio pages. 

I’ve discussed this stat with many CMOs over the past few months and what I 
hear is that this is low. They report 70% or more. 
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We also know from other studies:  

• 100% of the respondents said that they visited a law firm’s website 
when evaluating and purchasing legal services 

• 90% said that the attorney bios section is the most important section 
of a law firm’s website – and the one they visit most.  
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So, to quickly summarize what we observed… 
Our research showed that there’s: 

1.  A new business environment that is completely changing the way potential 
clients find lawyers. 

2.  A website format that may not be helping attorneys grow their practice as 
much as it could be because it puts the spotlight on the firm, and not so 
much on the attorney. 

_________________ 

So, with all that in mind, imagine if you will… 
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Imagine… a scenario where firms could have a website that would: 

Share the spotlight evenly between the the FIRM and the ATTORNEYS 

Allowing the FIRM to continue to build their brand, but also 

Providing tools for ATTORNEYS so that they can 

1) communicate depth of experience  

2) build their reputation 

______ 

We thought about that possible website and concluded that the KEY to 
achieving a website that addressed all this was to rethink the attorney bio.  

The one-size fits-all attorney bio is too easy. And as website developers we 
need to do better. Because every attorney is different.  

We shouldn’t expect that each attonrey will grow their practice the same way.  

So, what if every attorney had – instead of a one-page bio – a small website?  

A MicroSite that they could use to position themselves and grow their practice 
online.  
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That’s what we’re predicting.  We believe that the future of law firm websites 
will include Attorney-Microsites –  

Multipage attorney bio sections —  

1. essentially, small, customizable websites for each attorney  

2. that fit within the firm’s larger website.  

3. An attorney’s microsite could be configured to have any number of pages 
and  

4. any type information that will help that particular attorney develop new 
business.  

So how would this work?  Well here’s some examples….  
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Attorney 1 - The Thought Leader. This attorney has a brilliant legal mind and 
builds his reputation by writing and speaking. His microsite would showcase 

his intellectual talents by including pages for Publications, Presentations, 
Blog, Case Studies – in addition to basic biographical information.  

Attorney 2 - The Charismatic Rainmaker. This attorney is both smart and 
charming, and the media loves her. In addition to basic bio information, her 
microsite includes a page of video clips of her television appearances and 

photos of her shaking hands with politicians and business moguls. She might 
also want to showcase her social media activity by including feeds from 

LinkedIn and Twitter.  

Attorney 3 - The Senior Partner. This seasoned attorney doesn’t need to 
spend much time marketing. As a result, his microsite consists of only a 

single page of biographical information.  
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Repository – as marketers we’re telling attorneys to go out there and network, 
get involved, write articles, start a blog. But all this activity and thought-

leadership is scattered. The micros-site concept allows there to be a 
repository for all this. Finally, there’s a natural place to put that attorney’s 

video, or photo-gallery, or article, or podcast, or even the their social media 
activity… 

In-house Counsel user experience – because all the attorneys activity and 
thought leadership resides in one place, we’ve made it easier for the 
business owner or in-house counsel visiting her page to understand the 

depth of her expertise and expertise; because it’s all easily seen in one 
place. 

Social Media Integration – the microsite paradigm allows for the seamless 
incorporation social media into the online bios and/or practice areas.  

Differentiation – a means by which your firm’s attorneys (and practice areas) can 
differentiate themselves from their many competitors.  
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Web-Centric Marketing for Law Firms 

Powerful forces—both business and 
cultural—are causing law fi rms to rethink 
their approach to business development. 

One result is that law fi rm websites, which have 
evolved very little over the past decade, are about 
to undergo a little revolution.

What will this Revolution Bring? 
I predict that attorney bios will expand 
signifi cantly. The one-size-fi ts-all, single-page 
attorney bio will be relegated to the dustbin 
of legal marketing history. And it will be 
replaced by something much more robust: 
the attorney microsite.

What Exactly is an Attorney Microsite?
Attorney microsites are multipage attorney 
bio sections—essentially, small, customizable 
websites for each attorney that fi t within the 
fi rm’s larger website. An attorney’s microsite could 
be confi gured to have any number of pages and 

any type information that will help that particular 
attorney develop new business. For instance, let’s 
take a look at how three different attorneys might 
confi gure their microsites:

 The Thought Leader. 
This attorney has a brilliant 
legal mind and builds his 
reputation through an effective 

blend of writing and speaking. As a result, 
his microsite would showcase his intellectual 
talents by including pages for publications, 
presentations, blogging, case studies, and links 
to valuable third-party resources, in addition to 
basic biographical information. 

 The Charismatic Rainmaker. 
This attorney is both smart and 
charismatic. In addition to basic 
bio information, her microsite 

includes a page of video clips of her television 
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appearances and photos of her in the company 
of politicians and business movers and shakers. 
She might also want to showcase her social 
media activity by including feeds from LinkedIn 
and Twitter.

The Senior Partner. 
This seasoned attorney has 
a solid reputation and an 
established client base, and thus 

doesn’t need to spend much time marketing. As a 
result, his microsite consists of only a single page 
of biographical information.

Because no two attorneys are identical, the 
benefi ts of a customizable attorney microsite 
appear to be self-evident (when compared to the 
traditional one-page attorney bio).

However, even if you accept that microsites 
offer a better marketing platform, you may be 
asking yourself: Who is going to see these things? 
Is it really worth the money and effort to create 
these microsites? 

The answer is yes. And the statistics are 
compelling.

Who Visits Law Firm Websites?
According to a 2009 survey of general 
counsel at major companies performed by 
the Wicker Park Group, law fi rm websites played 
a surprisingly large role in the process of selecting 
outside counsel. The survey’s revelations include:

  100 percent of respondents visited a law 

fi rm’s website when evaluating and purchasing 
legal services.

  90 percent said that the attorney bios section 
is the most important section of a law fi rm’s 
website—and the one they visit most.

The Wicker Park survey confi rms what most 
law fi rm marketers have known for years. My 
marketing fi rm recently ran the traffi c data for 
several law fi rm websites that we manage. We 
found that 56 percent of page views occur in 
the attorney bios section. Some major law fi rms 
that we have spoken with report that over 70 
percent of their traffi c occurs in the attorney 
bios section. All of which beckons the question: 
If attorney bios are the most important and most 
visited section of law fi rm websites, why do so many 
fi rms neglect them?

The traffi c data alone are enough to suggest 
that marketers will pay more attention to the 
attorney bios in the future. However, a variety 
of converging business trends could make the 
adoption of microsites inevitable.

 

If attorney bios are the most 
important and most visited 
section of law fi rm websites, 
why do so many fi rms 
neglect them?

 

56%  

9%  
Practice
Areas

5%  Other

30%  
Home & 
Contact Us Pages

Attorney Bios

56% of website traffi c goes 
to attorney bios



A Shifting Landscape
Early law fi rm websites were essentially online 
versions of a fi rm’s brochure. Since then, they 
have evolved; however, the basic goal has

remained constant: to help brand the fi rm. Now 
things are changing. Firms expect their websites 
to do more, and this includes helping individual 
attorneys build their practices. This new thinking 

More Than a Bio... 
An Attorney Microsite
Attorney microsites are essentially small websites for each attorney that fi t within the
fi rm’s larger website. Microsites can easily be customized to the specifi c marketing needs
of each attorney.

   Each attorney’s microsite can be easily confi gured to have any number or type of pages.

  Each microsite acts as a repository for the attorney’s thought leadership work (articles, 
presentations, case studies, videos).

    A microsite can easily integrate all of an attorney’s social media activities (blogs, 
LinkedIn and Twitter).



is being ushered in by a variety of powerful 
forces including:

  Tech-savvy lawyers, and clients. The newest 
crop of law fi rm partners (and many of their 
clients) have been on the internet for their 
entire professional lives. They are demanding 
a more robust online marketing platform.

  The economy. As with any substantial 
reversal of the economy, The Great Recession 
has forced law fi rms to reconsider how 
they do business—and fi nd a better way. 
As a result, more fi rms are embracing web 
marketing techniques.

  A wider (and more competitive) market.
For a variety of cultural and technological 
reasons, clients are now increasingly willing 
to engage attorneys outside their immediate 
geographic area. As more business is pitched 
remotely—to prospects whom the attorney may 
have never met in person—lawyers will need 
more potent ways to market themselves online.

   The emergence of social media. Marketing 
platforms such as blogs, LinkedIn and Twitter 
continue to mature as effective marketing 
tools for attorneys. Their use, while viewed 
as purely supplemental today, will only grow 
in importance.

We’re entering an era in which websites, blogging 
and social media will be central to the business 
development efforts of nearly all attorneys. This 
is a seismic shift. And it presents an enormous 
growth opportunity for those fi rms that embrace 
the new marketing landscape—and master it. 

Robert Algeri is a partner at Great Jakes Marketing 
Company, which develops websites and web-centric 
marketing strategies specifi cally for law fi rms and other 
professional service fi rms. He is also co-chair of the 
Technology Committee of LMA’s New York Chapter and is 
a past board member. Robert can be reached at 212/699-
3684 or at ralgeri@greatjakes.com. To read more about his 
fi rm’s contrarian approach to law fi rm marketing, visit his 
blog: www.greatjakes.com/blog.

 

As more business is pitched 
remotely—to prospects whom 
the attorney may have never 
met in person—lawyers will 
need more potent ways to 
market themselves online.


